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A ,POSSIBLE TEST OF TIME-REVEFiSAL INVARIANCE IN BETA DECAY* 

· Tsuneyuki Kotani ** 
Radiation Laborator.v. 

University of California 
Berkele.y, California 

l'arch 27, 1957 

tee and Yang have raised the question regarcling the invariance 

. ot weak interaction und.er space inversion P, charge conjug~tion C, and 
' ' 1,2,.3 . ' ' ' ·. ' . ' 

time reversal . T. Recent experiments indicat.t! that the C 1nvar1ance 

ie Tiolated 14th .the P · inv~iance. However, it ·ia not yet clear trom 

thee~ expel";tm~nt.s wether th:e · 't · .invariance must ~lso abandoned. 

The purpose of this letter ie to consider one of the possibilities 

·of testing the T invarianoe in (3 decay. Since the parity is not 

. conserved in . ~ decq' there can exist & polarization of the electrons 
' .3 . 

along their line of · fi1ght •. Such an effect arises from tenns of the tonn 
~... . ' 4 ' 

(tr•p), Which violate the P 1nvariance. This effect hae already been 
. . 5 

contirmed bt Frauentelder et. &1. In the lowest-order approximation in 

which the Coulomb distortions are neglectecl, the longitudinal polarization 

of electrons in the allowed tranait~on has a (p/W) dependence. Here p 

and W are the momentum and the total energy of electron, respectively. 

Usually, we can expect some correction terms that come about because of 

* Thia work was pertonned under the auspices of the u.s. Atomic Energy 

Commission •. 

41-* Visiting Physfcb~t, on leave of-absence from Tokyo lfetropolitan Universit;r, 

Setag:117a1 Tokyo, Japan. 
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Coulomb dintortion or the electron-wave function and which indicate 
42' 

noninvarianoe with respect to time reversal. ' This correction term 

depends on the nuclear charge z, and becomes larger in the lower-energy 

region ot th~ electron. Therefore, the detection of such.a term in the 

~-dec~ experiment about the longitudinal polarization ot electron would 

indicate· noninvariance under the T invariance, The same kind of exper

iments tor testing the T invariance will be possible tor aeyo scalar 

products made up from the following ~ntities: electron momentum, 

neutrino momentUDl, nuclear orientation and polarization ot electron in·· 

the (3 decay. 

The calculations are based on the interaction Hamiltonian density 
l . .· 

'as given b,y Yang and Lee. After we integrate over the neutrino direction, . . 

we are led to the following distribution function in the allowed transition: 

N(~, w, e)cr..s sine de • b 
4{1 

0 2 
F (W, Z) pW(W - W) dW sin 9 d9 

0 

x (1 -± b(i-) :t (Or ± ~ .G,) (0! •p)JW ) 1 
p 

(1) 

where 

2 2 I 2 • 2 I \ 2 t Lo(&r f" gA +- g T + g A ) 14a.T. , 

(2) 
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(3). 

r ~ = (4!1/p)/\of- 'Ss g's co•<fils -!if's> - 8y ~·v •o•<filv -¢',.»I l\-.\ 2 

(4) 

(5) 

Here the leading terms ot /\ - and 1t.- are given by the arro·,ts, the 
0 0 

upper signs refer to electron decay and the lo-rter to poaitro'n decay, and 

!1 0+ - _.,~ rrflo..,.. 
4UU j/ I are given by Changing t.'•Ut sign Of Z, WiCh appearS in the 
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. . 6 7 
electron radial function. ' (Notes The sign ot Z in Eqs. (l) and (5) 

need not be changed.) The real coupling constants (gj) and the 

phases (¢3) ar!' defined by 

S 
i¢j . 

c, ( . oj) = gj.. <~. or 'Ma.r.> for n-, (8) 

( r i¢ ' * ,-
cj c) oj J : gj e · j (MF. or MQ.T.> for [3+-, 

whe~e j runs over the usual s, V, T, and A couplings and Oj ie some 
. . . . 8 

. combination of Dirac operator-.. ·.· Kr. is t.he conventional Fermi nuclear 

matrix. element used. to:r . j : S . or· VJ and MQ.T. is the Gamow ... Teller 

matrix •. element used tor j : f . or AJ (¢1 - ¢j) means the phase. difforer:ce 

between not onlr two coupling constants (Ci and Oj) 

nuclear matrix elements ( ( J Oi ) and ( S 0 j) ) 
but. also two 
9 . 

• · In the above 

expression, all unexplained notations are identical with the standard 

notatio.ns. (See, e.g., the article by Rose. 8) 
. . 10,11 

According t!) the articles by Tolhoek and de Groot, the · 

polarization ot the electron in a direction ri parallel to "t is gi von by'. 

p : ± '\ (p/W) + G2 (c:t Z/W) 
·•--=" 

, (9) 

1 :t b(l/W) 

where the tenn with b(l/W) is the so-called Fierz interference term. 

If this expression is specia!ized to the two component theor,y of the 
' 12,3 

· neutrino (CJ : -c j) and restricted to tlfe allowed transition 

with ~ J = i 1, we· get 



•• 
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(10) 

It is important to note that~ even when the G2 term including 

o( Z is not observed, ~re cannot say tha:t. the assumption of the T 

invnriance is correct, because it·· might be that some coupling constants 

or the sin terms in Eq. (5) or (10) are equal to zero and the G2 term 

disappears; .for example, gA = 0 in Eq. (10). These same circumstances 

occur irt many of the proposals for testing the T invariance that have 
.. / 

72413 . 0 .14 
·come to .our attention, ' ' ' except the K0

38 
(or K .3?) decay. 

Asi-de from testing whether or not the T invariance is preserved in f decay, 

this simple experiment should play an important role or determining the 

ten complex coupling constants. 

The author takes pleasure in thanking Professor Geoffrey F. Chew 

for halp:ful discussions. He also would like to express his gratitude to 

Dr. David L. Judd and mem.bers of the University or California Radiation 

'Laboratory for their kind ho~pitality. 
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